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1. Introduction
In this paper, we discuss existence of finite invariant measures for diffusion pro-
cesses with unbounded drift on an abstract Wiener space (B,H,μ). The processes we
treat are the ones which have generators formally expressed as — (I/2)D*σD + (6, D ),
where D stands for the ^-derivative in the sense of Malliavin calculus, D* the adjoint
operator of D with respect to the Wiener measure μ, σ a diffusion coefficient, being a
function on B taking values in the space of positive symmetric operators on H, and b
a drift coefficient, being an ^-valued function on B. When σ = identity, a given gen-
erator has rigorous meaning in L2 sense under a mild condition on 6, and existence
of the associated diffusion and invariant measures was proved by Shigekawa [17] in
the case that b is bounded. Partially generalized cases were treated by Vintschger [21]
and Zhang [22]. We extend these results to the case where σ is not constant and b is
not necessarily bounded but has only some kind of exponential integrability. The dif-
fusion process is constructed by using the theory of Dirichlet forms and the Girsanov
transformation, so measures charging no set of zero capacity are allowed to be ini-
tial measures. In this paper, however, we restrict our attention to absolutely continuous
measures with respect to μ, as in the papers mentioned above. That is, our formulation
is as follows: Let {Tt} be the associated Markovian semigroup on L°°(μ). Is there any
non-zero p £ L1 (μ) such that
(1.1) / (Ttf)ρ dμ = ί fp dμ for every t > 0 and / G LOG(μ)ΊJB J B
If there is, then p dμ is an invariant measure of {Tt}, and of the diffusion process.
Note that, in a different formulation from ours, invariant measures are proved to
be absolutely continuous with respect to μ; see [3, 2].
The difficulty in proving existence of invariant measures lies in the point that the
resolvent of the generator is no more compact and that spectrums are not necessarily
eigenvalues. So, as in [17], first we consider the case when B is finite dimensional,
then take approximation in general cases. At this point, the property of hyperbound-
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edness of the associated semigroups plays an important role. We discuss this in Lp
category, different from [17, 21, 22] in which they study in L2 category. This enables
us to weaken an assumption (cf. Proposition 3.1).
The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we determine the Gir-
sanov density corresponding to b and construct a diffusion process. In Section 3, we
study conditions so that the associated Markovian semigroup is extended to a hyper-
bounded as well as strongly continuous one on Lp(μ). We also study properties of its
infinitesimal generator on Lp(μ), and connection to the associated coercive closed for-
m when it can be defined. In Section 4, the existence of invariant measures is proved.
2. Construction of Diffusions
Let (B,H,μ) be an abstract Wiener space; that is, B is a real separable Banach
space, H is a separable Hubert space which is embedded densely and continuously in
B, and μ is the Wiener measure on B, which satisfies
exp(τ/ΞϊB(x,φ)B*)μ(dx) = exp(-\φ\2H*/2) for φ G £* C H*.
B
In the following, B is treated as infinite dimensional unless specifically stated; the sit-
uation is simpler when B is finite dimensional. The inner product and the norm of
H are denoted by ( , ) and | |, respectively. By the Riesz representation theorem,
we identify H* with H. We represent the Borel σ-field of B as J7, and the space
of all bounded Borel functions on B as Bb We denote the Lp space with respect to
(B,F,μ) just by Lp. We also denote by Dp the Sobolev space on B with integrabil-
ity index p and differentiability index r, and by FC™ the space of all functions / on
B expressed as
f ( x ) =F(B(x,φι)B*,...,B(x,φn)B*), ψι,...,φn G #* ,F€ C6°°(Rn).
Let SC(H) be the space of all bounded and symmetric linear operators on H with the
operator norm || ||op.
Suppose that we are given an SC(H)~valued strongly measurable function σ on
B and an Jϊ-valued Borel measurable function b on B which satisfy the following as-
sumptions:
(Al) There exists some δ > 0 such that σ(x) > δl for μ a.e.x in the form sense, and
IMIop € L1.
(A2) There exists some θ > 0 such that exp^lσ"1/2^2) € L1.
We remark that |6| 6 Πκp<2 ^ P a'so holds under these assumptions. Indeed, for
1 < P < 2,
/ \b\" dμ< ί Hσ'/Xlσ-1/2^* dμ
JB JB
a,
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p/<ι
< 00,
where 1/2 + 1/q = l/p.
We will show that we can construct a diffusion process on B corresponding to
the formal generator —(l/2)D*σD + (b,D ). First consider the following symmetric
bilinear form on L2:
£σ (/,<?) = \ ί (σDf,Dg)dμ, f,g€ FC<£'.
* JB
It is known that (£σ, ΓC™) is closable, and that its closure (£σ,Dom(£σ)) is a
quasi-regular, conservative Dirichlet form (cf. [14]). So there exists a conservative
symmetric diffusion {Ω,M,Mt,Xt,Qt,Pχ,x G B} properly associated with 8σ. Here
Ω = C([0, oo) -»• JE?), Xt is a coordinate map, Λίt is a minimum completed admissi-
ble filtration, and θt is a shift operator. The family of probability measures {PX}X^B
on Ω is uniquely determined up to £σ-capacity 0. We omit '£σ-' from now on since
capacities and quasi notions are always with respect to 8σ in this paper.
We set PI/( ) = fB Px(')t/(dx) for a probability measure */ on #, and denote by
E
x
 (resp. E
v
) the expectation with respect to P
x
 (resp. P,,). The associated semigroup
{Γtσ} on L2 is uniquely extended to Lp for p G [l,oo] and is strongly continuous for
p G [l,oo). Its generator on Lp is denoted by Cσp. The suffix p is often omitted when
it need not be designated.
For a Borel function / in L2 and α > 0, we set
Γ Γ
= E. /
Uo
RσJ \I e-atf(Xt)dt^
which is a quasi-continuous modification of the resolvent Gσ
a
j — (α — Cσ)~lf'.
The logarithmic Sobolev inequality
< 2 / \Df\2dμ, f G -D2
J5 7β
and (Al) imply that
(2.1) I f2 log(/ 2/ll/lli)rfμ < (4/ί)5σ(/, /), / € Dom(ίσ) C D*.
That is, ίσ also satisfies the logarithmic Sobolev inequality and the logarithmic
Sobolev constant does not exceed α := 4/ί. By [5, Theorem 6.1.14], {Ttσ} has the
following hypercontractive property:
(2.2) HΓfUp-n < 1 for t > 0, 1< p < q < oo with (q - l)/(p - 1) < e4ί/α.
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Here || \\p->q stands for the operator norm from Lp to Lq.
To deal with a drift part (b,D-), we review stochastic analysis via additive func-
tionals (AF's for short) in this setting. We say that two AF's A^ (i = 1,2) are e-
quivalent if for each t > 0 and for q.e.x, A^ = A^ P
x
-a.e. As usual, we identify
equivalent AF's. The energy e(A) of an AF At is defined by
when the limit exists in [0,oo]. The mutual energy e(A^l\A^) for AF's A^ (i —
o
1,2) of finite energy is also defined by polarization. Let M — {M \ M is a con-
tinuous AF such that for each t > 0, EX[M?] < oo and Ex[Mt] — 0 q.e.x, and
e(M) < oo}. It is not only a Hubert space under the inner product e( , •) but also
o
a /?&-module by the stochastic integral (/ M)t for / G β&, M G M as the action
o
of Bb Each M G M admits a unique positive continuous AF (M)t, called quadratic
variation, satisfying
E
x
[(M) t] = EX[M?] t > 0,q.e.z.
Its Revuz measure μ^M} is called the energy measure of M. There is a connection be-
tween e(M) and μ<M) e(M) = (l/2)μ^M)(B). Quadratic variations and energy mea-
sures are also polarized and denoted by ( , )t and μ<.,.), respectively. For / G β& and
M(l\ M<2) G M, it holds that dμ</φMd)ϊM(2)) = / ^(MίD.Mί2))-
Every / G Dom(£σ) has a quasi-continuous modification /. According to the
Fukushima decomposition theorem in the non-locally-compact version, it holds that
f ( X t ) = f ( X Q ) + M\f] + N\f] Px-a.e., q.e.x,
where M '^ G Λlί and TV^l is a continuous AF of zero energy. M^ and Λ^l are
uniquely determined as AF's. Moreover, the quadratic variation of M^l and M^l for
/, g G Dom(£ σ), and its associated signed measure are expressed as
<MM,MW) t = / (σDf,Dg}(X8)ds, dμ(M[f],M[g]} = (σDf,Dg)dμ,Jo
respectively (see [1, Proposition 4.5]).
Set
V = {d I d is an H- valued Borel measurable function on B
such that Iσ1/2^ G L2}/ - .
Here d^ ~ d^ means that d^ = d^ μ-a.e. Then V is a Hubert space under the in-
ner product ( \ )v = (1/2) /
β
(σ , )oίμ as well as β&-module by the pointwise product
o
as the action of #&. We construct an isometry / between V and ΛΊ.
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Proposition 2.1. For u G Dom(£σ), define I(Du) — M\u^. Then I is uniquely
o
extended to an operator from V to M. which is isometric as well as Bb-homomorphic.
Furthermore, It holds that
(2.3)
for dW G V, i = 1,2.
Proof. Define a subspace VQ of V by
For d £ Vb represented as d — £^
=1 ίi^
u
^
 we
 set /(d) = ]CΓ=ι fi Λf'"''. Then for
^ G Vb (fc = 1,2),
V^ f(l)f(2)jf|
Z-.Λ -O ^uj^.u^)
ij
This implies that 7|v0 is an isometry into M as well as well-defined. If Vb is dense in
o
V and /(Vb) is dense in M, then / can be extended to an isometry between V and
o
M. The denseness of /(Vb) follows from a variant of [6, Lemma 5.6.3]. We prove
the denseness of VQ. Let {βi} C B* C H be a c.o.n.s. of //. For each n, a projection
operator π
n
 on H is defined by π
n
h — ΣiLiC1?6*)6*' h € H. Let F(s) = arctans,
5 G E. For any d € V, define Borel subsets {An}n€N of B by
Then limn_^oo An = 5. Take
By noting that dn = Σ™=1(d, e«) l^n^j = lΛnτrnd, it holds that
= |lΛ
n
σ
1 / 2
π
n
d - σl/2d\2dμ.
JB
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Since the integrand is dominated by 4|σ1/2d|2 + 2 and converges to 0 μ-a.e., we have
that d
n
 -»• d in V as n ->• oo by the dominated convergence theorem. Therefore, VQ is
dense in V.
It is clear that 7|v0 is β&-homomorphic. So is the extended / due to the fact that
o
the actions of Bb on V and M are continuous.
Uniqueness of the extension is evident from the way of construction.
Lastly, we prove (2.3). For any Borel set A C B, we have
5 ί
* JA
Hence we obtain that dμ^/^i)), /(<f(2))) — (o'd^.d^)dμ. This concludes (2.3). D
In particular, for d £ V and u G Dom(£ σ),
(2.4) (I(d),Du)t = I (σd,Du)(Xa)ds.Jo
We set y := I(σ~1b) and Z£' := exp(yt - ( l / 2 ) ( Y ) t ) , the exponential local martingale
of Y.
Proposition 2.2. (1) {Z^}t>o is α continuous martingale under Px for q.e.x.
(2) For any p > 1, there exists T > 0 s wc/z ί/zαί {Z^}o<t<τ w an Lp -martingale
under Pμ, and under Px for q.e.x.
(3) For p > 0 0mf r > 1, E
x
[Zt'p] < Ex[exp{(pr(pr - r + l)/(2(r - 1)))
Proof. First we prove (2) and (3). Let r' be the conjugate exponent of r > 1.
For any stopping time r, Holder's inequality and (2.3) imply that for q.e.x,
" ~ ' "
This includes (3). Furthermore, by Jensen's inequality,
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which is finite q.e. for T — (r — l)θ/(pr(pr — r + 1)), p > 1. Moreover,
(2-5) Eμ[Z¥Λr] < e x P Γ I σ - l ' dμ < oo.
Therefore, (2) follows. Lastly, we prove (1). For any smooth probability measure */,
we have
E^Z^ΓT] = EV(Z'T o θτ Z'τ\Fτ\ = EV[Z'T o θτ\Fτ]Z!r
= Eχ
τ
[Z'
τ
]Z'
τ
 = Z'
τ
 P^-a.e.
Therefore, E^Z^} = 1. On the other hand, {^}t>o is a supermartingale under P
x
q.e., so in particular, EX[Z2T] < 1. Combining these, we have that EX[Z2T] — 1,
v-a.e.x. Thus EX[Z2T] = 1 q.e. and {Zt'}0<ί<2T is a martingale under Px q.e. Re-
peating this argument, we obtain (1). Π
Take an exceptional Borel set 7V0 of B such that {Z't} is a continuous martingale un-
der P
x
 for x G £\ΛΓ0. Put Zt = exp{(Ft - (l/2)(F)t) - l{χoeJB\Λr0}}, and define
probability measures {Q
x
}, x G B on Ω by Q
x
|ΛΊ t — ZtPx\Mt f°Γ a^ ^ > 0. Then
{Ω,X,Λίί,Xί,0£,(5x,^ G ^ } is a conservative diffusion process on B. The choice
of NO does not have influence on the process in the following sense.
Proposition 2.3. If NI D ΛΓ0 w an exceptional Borel set such that B\N\ is
(Xt,P
x
) -invariant, then B\N\ is also (Xt,Qx)- invariant.
Proof. Let σNl = inf{^ > 0;Xt G NI} be the first hitting time. For x G B\Nι
and ί > 0,
*) = ^χ[l{σ^<t}^] = 0.
Hence Q
x
(σ^l < oo) = 0. D
We remark that there always exists such NI as above.
Now, for t > 0 and a bounded Borel function / on B, we define Ttf by
T t f ( x ) :=
{Tt} is uniquely extended to a conservative Markovian semigroup on I/00. In the next
section, we will show that under an additional condition, {Tt} is extended to a strong-
ly continuous semigroup on Lp for some p > 1, and its infinitesimal generator is con-
sistent with an operator Cσ + (6, D ).
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3. Analysis on Lp space
From this section, we impose the following additional assumption.
(A3) θ > 2/δ.
Then there exists p > 1 such that θ > (2/δ)(p/(p - I))2. We fix this p.
Proposition 3.1. {Tt} can be uniquely extended to a strongly continuous semi-
group on Lp. Moreover, {Tt} has a hyperbounded property in the following sense: for
t > 0, p < q < oo, a1 > a = 4/δ with (a/2)((p/(p - 1)) - (α'/(α' - α)))2 < θ and
(3.1) ||Γt||p_n < ex
In particular,
HT.IU,
Ja( pP\ΛP-I
ίa (
< exp| 2 (^
α' \2ι
1 /τ~~
α ' - α j Γ
\ 2p
 1 α-]
P-iJ σ
|2l |L/ 26 I
' / I
V} 2(p-l)t/(p
2
α)
Proof. We take α" > α' so that (q-l)/(p-1) = e4t/Q". For fixed large n € N,
we define successively p = p0 < Pi < < Pn = q by (p/t+i - l)/(pfc — 1) = e4ί/nα ,
fc = 0,1,..., n — 1. For fixed λ € (0,1 — a/a"), we take sequences {α/t},
{/?*}, {74 such that
nJ •*• \ f^K ^^ -j
Pfc — 1 ak
1 1 1 1
• + -7Γ -
fc = 0, l , . . . ,n — 1. We remark that βk > 0 when n is sufficiently large, and that
(3.2)
Indeed, these follow from
1 1
lim max — = 0.
_ __
βk Pk+ι
pk pk
and
(l-Λ)(β 4 t/n t t-l) n^oo (1 - Λ)
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We also note that when n is large enough,
(3.3) 1/7/fe is greater than a positive constant independent of n and k.
For / G L°°, we have
-(/>
1/Pfc+ι
By applying Proposition 2.2(3) with p = ak/(dk — 1) and r = (α& — l)βk/a,k, this is
dominated by
exp
]Pk+l/βk \ 1/Pfc+ι
μ(dx) j
x / E
x
 exp
\JB [
/i x /2-
Then
(by (2-2))
h < 1/2 2
< 6> for every k = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1,
Therefore, if
(3.4)
ΔΊl
then Tt/n can be extended to a bounded operator from L
pk
 to Lpk+l, and it holds that
&(7*-l)ί. -i— 1(3.5) <
< exp
<n|«p{-
k=o I' ^
Γ Γ /Q. /Λ/, 1 W ^I Pk\ιk *-)1 I
< max >[(o<k<n-ι 2n J
n
| l//3fc
Σ^o
1/^
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We will show that (3.4) holds for suitable λ and for sufficiently large n, and estimate
the last term in (3.5). First we estimate
βk(jk - l)t 1,
The equation (ak - l)(jk - 1) = 1 + akΊk/βk, (3.2) and (3.3) imply that
lim max (ak — l)(jk — 1) = 1.
n-κx>Q<k<n-l
We also have
n ak - 1 _ n \(pk - 1)
ί ' βk ~ t ' βk
_ λ n (1 - Λ)(β4t/raα - 1) - (
e
4t/""" - 1)_
~ T {Pk/(pk - 1) + (e4ί/««" - l)}{pk/(pk -!) + (!- λ)(e«/n« _
λn (1 - Λ)(e4t/"α - 1) - (
e
4t/"a" - 1)
- '
_ _
t {p/(p - 1) + (e4'/™" - !)}{p/(p -!) + (!- λ)(e«/»« - 1)} '
Hence
- λ) - (4/α) - (4/α")>i /n αfc - 1\ ^hm mm - —-— >
-κx>0<fc<n-l \t βk J ~
The right-hand side, regarded as a function of λ, takes its maximum (1/α) x (((p
I)IP) - ((a11 - a)/a"))2 at λ = (1 - (α/α"))/2. Then we have
— βk(Ίk - l)t ^ a ( p a11 λ 2 .hm max —^— ~ < — -— < θ,
n-κχ>o<fc<π-ι 2n ~ 2 \P-1 a."-a)
which implies (3.4) for large enough n. Also, when λ = (1 — (α/α/'))/2,
n-l
_n (1 - Λ)(e4t/"Q - 1) - (
e
4t/"°" -
« - 1)}
- Λ) - (4t/α) - 4f/α"
p-l 9 «
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Letting n -» oo in (3.5), we get that
\\Tt\\w < { , „ .2I (έϊ έτ] *
Jensen's inequality yields (3.1).
Lastly we show that {Tt} is strongly continuous on Lp. Take Γ > 0 and a bound-
ed continuous function / on B. Then for 0 < t < T,
\Ttf(x) - f(x)\ = \Ex({f(Xt) - f(X0)}ZT}\ ,
which converges to 0 pointwise as t | 0 by the dominated convergence theorem.
Therefore, Ttf -> f in Lp as t| 0 by using the dominated convergence theorem a-
gain. D
The infinitesimal generator of {Tt} on Lp is denoted by Ap. It has consistency
with respect to p: Ap D Ap> if p < p' . We will give the explicit expression of Ap. We
prepare an operator A defined by
Άf = Cσf + (b,Df), Όom(A) = {f I / e Dom(£f),Z?/ e L1} .
Proposition 3.2. // / G (U
r
>ι Dom(£^)) Π Dom(£σ) Π Lp satisfies Af G Lp,
then f also belongs to Όom(Ap) and Apf = Af.
Proof. Since nGσ
n
j G Dom(A2), the Fukushima decomposition theorem induces
that
= M\nG<Tnf] -f / (CσnGσJ}(X
s
}ds for every t > 0, P
x
-a.e. for q.e.x,
^o
where ~ means a quasi-continuous version. Noticing that nG^f — > f in £* -sense and
CσGσJ = Gσ
n
Cσf μ-a.e., we have
/"*f ( X t ) - f ( X Q ) = M\f] + I (Cσf}(Xs)ds for every t > 0, Px-a.e. for μ-a.e.z.
^o
We set a stopping time T
α
, α > 0 by
T
α
 = inf{* > 0; \Zt\ > a or (Z)t > α or |/(J?t)| > α}.
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rt/\T
a
o
rt/\T
a
Using the equation Zt — 1 + /0 ZsdYs, Itό's formula, and (2.4), we have, for μ-a.e.x,
and any t > 0, the following identities; P
x
-a.e.,
/** /"*
/o sΛTα s Λ) '
Γ ~ Γ
Λ
 s 5ΛTα
 Λ
Γ t
— f(Xθ) + / ZSΛTac
rtΛT
a
 Γt/\l
a
+ / 7pf
s
)dZ
s
+ / Z
s
(b,Df)(X
s
)ds.
Jo Jo
Therefore,
/•*
z ? Γ / / ' v ^ 7 p i z ? r / ^ \ r M _ j _ 7 ? r / y /'/*σ /^/' v Woi
-^xL/V^ί/^ίΛTαJ — -^xL/V^O^J "τ~-^xL I ^s/\T
a
\*^ J)\^s)U'S\
Jo
+ E
x
[ί Z
s
(b,Df)(X
s
)l{s<Ta}ds}.Jo
From Proposition 2.2(2), for some T > 0, the integrand of each term is uniformly
integrable with respect to α for t < T. Letting α —» oo, we have
/
£
T8(Af)(x)ds if t < T.
_
Hence
-(Ttf(x) - f(x)) = - ['T.(Af)(x)ds.1
 t Jo
Since Af G Lp and {T*} is strongly continuous on Lp, we conclude that / G
Όom(Ap) and Apf = Af. D
This proposition formally justifies to say that {Tt} is a corresponding semigroup
of A. We do not know in general, however, whether the class of functions satisfying
the assumption is large. The next proposition shows that smooth functions belong to
the domain if σ has some smoothness.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that \b\ G Lp and that σφ G D^ (H\ p' = p V 2 for
every φ G 5* C H. Then TC^ C Όom(Ap).
Proof. Take / G TC™. By the assumption, σDf G D^(H). Thus D*σDf can
be defined and belongs to iX. Let </' be the conjugate exponent of p'. For any g G
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Dom(££,) Π Dom(£σ), we have
f(-Cσq,g) d μ = lim / - - d μ
B *^° JB l
= \f (σDf,Dg) dμ=\f (D'σDf)g dμ.
* JB * JB
Therefore, / G Dom((££,)*) = Dom(££) C Dom(££) and Cσpf = -(l/2)D*σDf.
Proposition 3.2 completes the proof. Π
We say that a bilinear form 8 on a Hubert space Ή with a domain D(£ ) is a co-
ercive closed form with bound constant M if £M( , •) = £( , ) + M( , )Ή is a coercive
closed form in the usual sense (cf. [14, Chapter I]). Then there exists a corresponding
resolvent, a semigroup, and an infinitesimal generator.
When θ is large enough for {Tt} to be a semigroup on L2, we will see that there
exists an associated closed form.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that θ > S/δ. Then the bilinear form
σDf,Dg) - (bg,Df)\ dμ, Dom(<f) - Dom(£σ)
is a coercive closed form on L2 with some bound constant M > 0. The corresponding
generator is equal to A^.
Proof. The proof of the first part is standard; by Hausdorff- Young's inequality
st < es + tlogt - t, s G R, t > 0, and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality (2.1), we
have
(b9,Df)dμ
B
<
U x
Λ' (''
"*
Therefore we see easily that
<£f (/, /) < εM(f, f) <
for some M > 0, c> 0 and K > 1.
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Let A' be the corresponding generator to £ . Take / E Ώom(A') C Dom(£σ).
Then for g E Dom(££), q > 2,
/ f(-Cσqg] dμ = £ σ ( f , g ) = £(/,<?) + ί(bg,Df) dμ = [{-A'f + (b,Df)}g dμ.
JB JB JB
Thus / E Dom(££) for every 1 < p < 2 and £σ f = A'f - ( b , D f ) . From Propo-
sition 3.2, we have that / E Dom(A2) and y!2/ = A7/. Hence A' C A2. Since
(K - A7)"1 D (/« — Λz)"1 for sufficiently large ft and both operators are everywhere
defined, we conclude that A' = A<I. D
4. Existence of invariant measures
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Under (Al), (A2), and (A3), there exists a unique function p E
Ll such that p > 0, \\p\\i = 1, flfld O l) /*0/J.s. /Λ this case, p > 0 μ-a.e. Moreover, if
θ > 2q2/δ for q > 1, f/zen p £ ZΛ
The uniqueness and the strict positivity are shown in the same way as [17, Propo-
sition 3.1]. So we concentrate on the existence part. The following proposition assures
that we can take an approximation method.
Proposition 4.2. Let p > 1 and let {Tt} be a semigroup on Lp. Suppose that we
are given a sequence of sub σ -fields {F
n
} of F and semigroups {T1/1} on Lp(F
n
) —
Lp(B,F
n
,μ). Define the projection P
n
 from Lp to Lp(f
n
) by P
n
f = E [ f \ f
n
] , the
conditional expectation with respect to μ given T
n
. We also assume the following:
(1) For every f E Lp, P
n
f converges to f in Lp.
(2) For every f E Lp and t > 0, T?P
n
f converges to Ttf in Lp.
(3) For every n, there exists an invariant measure p
n
 dμ of {T/1} with p
n
 E
Lq(J-n), Pn > 0, p
n
 jέ 0. Here q is the conjugate exponent of p.
(4) For some t\ > 0 and some p1 > p,
Then there exists an invariant measure p dμ of {Tt} with p E Lq, p > 0, p φ 0.
Proof. We may assume that ||/o
n
| |g = 1 by normalization. Then we can take a
sequence {n\^\ such that p
nk converges weakly to some p in L
q
. Letting k — ϊ oo in
the equation
/ (TΓP
n
J)p
nk dμ= ί (Pnkf)pnk dμ, f € L",JB JB
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we obtain that p satisfies (1.1). Thus the rest to be proved is that p is not identically
zero. Suppose that p = 0. Then p
nk -> 0 in L
1
 since p
n
 > 0. This implies that p
nk ->
0 in Lr for any r G [l,g) by Holder's inequality. For any k,
= ί
./β
dμ <
The right-hand side converges to 0 as A: — » oo, by virtue of (4.1) and the facts that
llp^Hp = 1, and that ||p
n
j|g' -> 0 as k -> oo. This is a contradiction. D
The following characterization of invariant measures is proved in the same way as
Proposition 3.2 in [17].
Lemma 4.3. Let p > 1 and let q be the conjugate exponent of p. For a strongly
continuous semigroup {Tt} on Lp and p G Lq, the following are equivalent:
(i) p satisfies (1.1).
(ii) p G Ker(^4*), where A* is an operator on Lq which is adjoint of Ap.
Proof of Theorem 4. 1 . We divide the proof into three steps.
(Step 1-the case when B is finite dimensional and b is bounded) It is enough to
prove that Ker(A*) φ {0} for any p > 1, since if p satisfies (1.1) then the positive
part of p also satisfies (1.1) (see [17, Lemma 3.1]). From Proposition 3.4, there is a
coercive closed form 8 with some bound constant M > 0, associated with A2. Then
we have the following sequence of continuous embeddings:
- A) - ||2 + || - ||2) C (Dom(f σ),£M+ι( , ) 1 2 ) C D\ C L2.
Since B is finite dimensional, the last embedding is a compact one. Hence, the inclu-
sion (Dom(A2), I |(M — A) - \\2 + || Ib) C L2 is compact, that is, A2 is a compact
resolvent operator. On the other hand, for any p > 1, (K, — Ap)~l is defined for suffi-
ciently large K > M. We can apply the argument in [4, Theorem 1.6.1] to show that it
is also compact on Lp. From Riesz-Schauder's theorem, we obtain that (K — A*)"1 is
compact on Lq, 1/p+l/q — 1, its spectrum is the same as that of (K — Ap)~l, and ev-
ery spectrum except 0 is an eigenvalue. Since 1 is an eigenfunction of the eigenvalue
I/AC of (K — Ap)~1, (κ — Ap)~l also has l/κ as an eigenvalue. Therefore we conclude
that Ker(A ) φ {0}.
(Step 2-the case when B is infinite dimensional and b is bounded) We apply Propo-
sition 4.2. Let {βi} C B* C H be a c.o.n.s. of H and B
n
 a linear span of
{eι,...,e
n
}. For each n, let T
n
 be a sub σ-field of F generated by {eι,...,e
n
}.
The projection P
n
 from Lp to Lp(F
n
] = Lp(B,J:
n
,μ)J p G [l,oo] is defined
by P
n
f — E l f l f n ] , the conditional expectation with respect to μ given T
n
. Let a
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bilinear form (<fn,Dom(£n)) on L2 be the smallest closed extension of (8 , {/ G
TC?\f is ^-measurable}). We can regard (En ,Dom(£n)) as a form on L2(JF
n
), in
which case we write (<?/n,Dom(£'n)) to avoid confusion. Since Dom(£/n) is dense
in I/2(^Γ
n
), there exists an associated strongly continuous semigroup T[n on L2(^7
n
).
Noting that Of is B
n
- valued ^-measurable function for / G Dom(£ /n), we have the
following expression:
£ln(f,9) =
 B nDf,Dg) - (bng,Dfdμ, f,g & Dom(£'")
where σ
n
 : B -> SC(B
n
) and b
n
 : B -+ B
n
 are defined by
Since (B,F
n
,μ) and (Rn,/?(Mn),the standard Gaussian measure) are isomorphic as
measure spaces and have the same differential structures, we can apply (Step 1) to
prove the existence of an invariant measure p
n
 dμ of {T/n} with p
n
 G ΠP>ι L
p(J:
n
),
Pn > 0, ρ
n
 ^ 0. We also remark that T/n has hyperbounded properties by Proposition
3.1. From [9, Example 4.1], T/nP
n
 converges strongly to Tt in L
2
 for any t > 0.
Besides, since the operator norms of {T/nP
n
}
ne
N on Lp is uniformly bounded for
any p G (l,oo) from Proposition 3.1, the convergence holds in Lp sense by virtue
of Holder's inequality. Hence we can apply Proposition 4.2 to get the assertion.
(Step 3-general cases) Let p > 1 satisfy that θ > (2/δ)(p/(p - I))2. We take an
Q
approximate sequence {b
n
} of b by b
n
 = b - l{|6|<
n
} Set Yn = I(σ~lb
n
) G M, and
denote the corresponding Girsanov density and the semigroup on Lp by Zt
n
 and {T1/1},
respectively. Since Yn -> Y in M and (Yn)t -> (Y)t in Ll(Ω,Pμ) from Proposition
2.1, there exists a sequence {nk} t °° such that Y"k ->• Yt and (Ynk)t -> (Y)t
Pμ-a.e. for every t > 0. Hence, Z?
k
 ->• Zt Pμ-a.e. for every t > 0. On the other hand,
from the same type of estimates as (2.5), there is some T > 0 such that for 0 < t < T,
{£;μ[(Ztn)p+1]}neN is uniformly bounded. Therefore, Z?k -» Zt in Lp(Ω,Pμ) when
0 < t < T. Now, for / G Bb and 0 < t < T,
| |Γ fn fc/-Γt/||p = \\E.[f(Xt)Z?']-E.\f(Xt)Zt]\\p
< \\f\\ooEpi\Z?1-- ZtW'
-> 0 as k —ϊ oo.
Since {HT^Hp^jJneN are uniformly bounded by Proposition 3.1, Γtnfc converges
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strongly to Tt in L
p
 for any t > 0. By using (Step 2) and Proposition 3.1 again, an
application of Proposition 4.2 yields the assertion. D
Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 3.3 induce an additional property of the density func-
tion p of an invariant measure.
Corollary 4.4. Suppose that there exists some p > 1 such that θ > (2/ί) x
(P/(P ~ I))2, |δ| € Lp and σφ G D? (H\ p1 = 2 V p for every φ <Ξ B*. Then p
satisfies the following equation:
-\D*σDf + (b,Df)\pdμ = Q for every f G ΓC?.
Finally, we remark about regularity of p. Suppose that θ > S/δ. From Propo-
sition 3.4, A2 is defined and has an associated form the domain of which is equal
to Dom(£σ). So the same is true for A%, and we conclude that p G Dorn^^) C
Dom(£σ) C 1??.
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